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Members of the group, elected by
residents of the various dormitories
and fraternity houses, heard Charles
Moran, assistant chief of the University fire department, discuss the fire
warden's duties and a few of the more
simple preventive measures.
Professor Robert I. Ashman, forestry department head, outlined plans for
the organization of crews for off-campus duty in the event of forest fires.
Charles E. Crossland, director of student and public relations, conducted
the meeting.
Xczchall Photo
U. of
Cheerleaders. Seated: Peggy Hobbs, Jackie Baker, Janet Banister, Beverly Spencer,
The fire wardens have been organShirley Johnson, Marjorie Moore, Barbara Stewart, Blanche Niece, Marybelle Tufts, and Elaine
ized in four sections, comprised of
Lockhart. Standing: Ralph Cook, Chester Kennedy. Angus Black, and Roy Blake.
representatives from women's dormitories, men's dormitories, fraternities,
and residence units of married veterans. Instruction in problems concerning the individual groups will be given
at sectional meetings scheduled for the
next two weeks.
These meetings will be devoted to
1
combating specific situations, methods
In order to improve the quality and
of checking buildings to assure the
The University of Maine Coopera- spirit of the cheering. a General Stu- 1 After 13 years with the University
safety of all residents and the proper
use of fire extinguishers. Last step in tive Wildlife Research Unit under dent Senate Committee, composed of of Maine ROTC unit as Sergeant Mathe plan calls for the fire warden to Howard L. Mendall will join with the Martha Coks and James NIcBrady,1 jor, Master Sergeant Joseph J. Rinpass on his information to the resi- Research Division of the State Fish have invit.A all fraternities and dormi- kaus, DEM L, U. S. Army, has been
dence group he represents.
and Game Department under Merwin tories to engage in a competitive cheer- transferred to Fort Dix, N. J..
The fire prevention training pro- Marston to make a count of the kill ing session with Miss Shelton and two "Sergeant Rinkaus has been the
gram was planned and arranged by of ducks during the present season. members of the Senate acting as mainstay of the ROTC unit since his
Charles E. Crossland, chairman; Dean From the data obtained it will be pos- judges.
appointment here by the War DepartThe cheers will be selected for ment in 1935, and his remarkable
Edith G. Wilson, Dean Elton E. sible to determine the success of last
uniqueness and orginality and will be knowledge of Army Regulations and
Wieman, Henry L. Doten, business summer's breeding season.
Participating from the University used for the remainder of the season administration has proved of great
manager; Francis McGuire, plant
facilities director; and Leigh Plaisted, are Mr. Howard L. Mendall and Grad- under the name of the organization value to the new officers who have
(Continued on Page Eight)
chief of the University fire department. uate Students
come and gone," Colonel Fuller said.
I
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Politics Club Will
Have Labor Talk
The Politics Club will have its first
meeting of the year at the North Estahrooke Rev Hall on Wednesday, Oct.
13th, at 7:30 p.m.
Guest speakers will be David Fuller,
Attorney and City Council Member
in Bangor, and F. Davis Clark of Milo,
Democratic candidate for Congress in
the last election. They will discuss
the Taft-Hartley Act.
This meeting is open to all students
and faculty interested in politics.
Present plans indicate an active year.
This is the club in which you may air
all your political views
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"Arms and the Man," a threeact comedy by George Bernard
Shaw, will be produced by the
Maine Masque Theatre early in
November, Herschel L. Bricker,
director of the Masque, said today.

More than 100 student fire
wardens, representing all residential units on the University campus, met last night in the Oakes
Room of the New Library for the
first in a series of meetings designed to train students in fire
prevention, safety of life and protection of property.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

The CAMPUS Editor and
Business Manager invite all students who wish to participate in
publication of the CAMPUS to
see them at the CAMPUS office,
202 East Annex.

Hagopian,Veteran Athlete, Winning His Toughest
Contest Against TB In Mass. Vet's Hospital
"What ever happened to Martin
Hagopian?"
Not only here at Maine, but at other
schools where fans had come to expect
the keenest kind of competition from
Hagopian, that question has frequently
been asked.
Only a few of Hagopian's former
teammates and fraternity brothers
know that he contracted tuberculosis
and dropped from 160 to 98 pounds.
During six operations, he had one
lung collapsed, three ribs removed,
and temporarily lost the use of his
right arm.
A promising halfback on the Bears'
1945-46 football squad. Hagopian alternated with "Rabbit" Dombkowski, and
caused Monty Moore, athletic trainer
at Bates, to tell Maine coaches, "We
feared Hagopian more than we did
Dombkowski."
In February, 1947, Hagopian tied

MARTIN HAGOPIAN

The play, one of Shaw's finest comedies, was chosen by the Masque council after careful deliberatios, Bricker
said. It is now in the process of being
cast.
"Arms and the Man" is the light
story of a Swiss officer in the Serbian
army and the girl he meets while
climbing up a drain pipe.
Complications develop when the
Swiss learns that the girl is the daughter of a major in the Bulgarian army,
and is engaged to the Bulgarian officer
whose charge put the Swiss troops to
route.
Typical of Shaw, "Arms and the
Man" has a twisted plot which keeps
the audience wondering how it is going to end. And, typical of Shaw, the
ending is hardly what one expects.
Season tickets, which admit the
holders to "Arms and the Man" as
well as to the three other major productions of the season, are now on sale
at 330 Stevens. They may also be obtained from dormitory and fraternity
representatives.
Professor Herschel Bricker announced Wednesday that the Masque
season ticket campaign will be extended one week. "This move is being
made," he said, "to allow those who do
not have the necessary funds now the
privilege of still being able to cave
money by buying season coupons later
in the month when they do have
money."
-N

ew Dorm Three
Sponsors Dance Sat.

The new men's dormitory, designated
as Number Three, will hold a tea
dance as their first social function
Saturday, October 9, immediately following the New Hampshire game.
Arrangements have been made for
the cooperation of a committee of East
and West Hall girls to help with refreshments under the chairmanship of
Jim Elliott.
Mrs. Tait, house director at East
Hall, and Mrs. Hull. director at West
will attend the dance.
Guests will be Dr. and Mrs. Hauck,
Dean Wieman, Dean Wilson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Worrick

NlaineIs 50-yard dash record of 5.6
seconds, and at Lewiston he tied the
meet record of 4.6 seconds for the 40yard dash. In subsequent meets he
set a new record in the 60-yard with a
time of 6.4 seconds, and went on to set
a new meet record for the 50-yard
dash in the New Hampshire meet at
Orono of 5.5 seconds.
"He was the best prospective dash
man I've ever had," Chester Jenkin,
Maine's cinder coach, says, "and if he'd Influenza Shots
k( pt going he would have equalled thel The University Health Service has
Charley Rice record of 9.8 for the 100- announced that one hundred per cent
yard dash."
immunity was produced among those
Hagopian exemplified something inoculated with the influenza virus
more than mere athletic ability, for vaccine last year.
during the 1946-47 school year he was
The Health Service offers to each
the recipient of the Phi Gamma Delta faculty member, student, and UniverBuck Scholarship, an award based on sity employee the opportunity to receive
leadership, extracurricular activities, the single injection for 754. Persons
fraternity, and scholarship.
desiring inoculation should report to
(Continued on Page Four)
the Health Service.
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New Assistant
Will Aid Alumni
Sec. Sealey

OCUMMO Women
Elect Delegates
To MCA Cabinet
Members of the Off-Campus Women's Organization met Tuesday evening at the MCA lounge and elected
delegates to the Maine Christian Association Cabinet.
Those named were Mary Mehann,
Ervine Cunningham, Bangor; Thelma
Crossland, Agnes Haggerty, Orono;
Gloria Brangwynne, Frances Smart,
Old Town; Eleanor Coney, Brewer;
and Patricia Jones, Hampden.
Officers announced that meetings
would be held the second and fourth
Tuesdays each month.

Mrs. Donald Kilpatrick, Orono, formerly of Bangor, has assumed her new
duties as part-time assistant alumni
secretary. She will handle the work
directed for the past 14 years by Philip
Brockway who will devote his full
time to the placement bureau.
As assistant to John Sealey, executive-secretary of the Alumni Association, Mrs. Kilpatrick will devote much
of her time to working with alumnae
clubs.
As an undergraduate, Mrs. Kilpatrick. formerly Miss Bette Barker, was
a dean's list student and outstanding in
extracurricular activities including
president of the All-Maine Women,
Senior Resident in Colvin Hall, Radio
Guild, and many others.
Following her graduation she joined
the Kendall Mills, Walpole, Mass., as
an executive apprentice. Mrs. Kilpatrick became registrar of the national office of Alpha Omicron Pi at
Oxford. Ohio, in 1946.

Three Student Papers
To Renew Publication

Guild Players
See'50Program
At First Meeting
The initial meeting of the Maine
Radio Guild for the new school year
was held at Stevens Hall Thursday
evening. Lois Litchfield, Vice-President, presided in lieu of President Al
Weymouth who did not return to
school this fall.
The aims and activities of the Guild
were outlined to a turnout of 24 students, both frosh and upperclassmen.
The first radio program is tentatively
scheduled in two weeks. Vice President Litchfield extended an invitation
to all members of the student body who
are interested in radio to get in touch
with faculty adviser Mrs. Phyllis D.
Williamson at 240 Stevens.
The following students attended:
Phyllis Jan Bruce, Marguerite Floyd,
John B. Thayer, Beth Lee Judkins,
Guen Stewart, Gennette MacNair, Lee
D. Johnson, Shirley Look, Frances
Leebovitz, Riva Greenblatt, Clayton
Briggs, Larry Dunn, Earl Ramsey,
Barbara Bennett, Marjory Mallory,
Marylyn Carrall, Barbara Schwind,
Brances Brown, Rita Graham, Barbara
Hanks, Barbara McFarland, Richard
Schonland,

The three student religious publications on campus, The MCA News
—Newhall photo Letter, The Hillel Scroll, and Neunnan
Tidings, will reappear this month.
Home Ec Mannikins, Lorraine Littlefield, Dottie Powers, Nancy
The MCA News Letter staff, with
Whiting, and Peggy Flint.
Alan Cuthbertson as editor, plans four
to six issues. The first will be coordinated with the MCA membership drive.
Thc Hillel Scroll staff is headed by
Melvin Lavine, who spent last summer
The first fashion show of the season,'campus classic, future executive, ca- with the Boston Post.
The University Women's Forum Fall Fashions and Futures, was pre- reer girl, cover
girl, evening glitter, Walter St. Onge, Jr., editor of Newmet Thursday, September 30, in the sented last Thursday evening in the and off-to-work
man Tidings, said that the first monthstyles.
President's room of North Estabrooke Little Theatre by the Home Economics
ly
issue would be out before the end
Mary Luce, Marion Carter, Carolyn
for the first meeting of the year.
Department. Miss Olive Berry, college Doyle, Mary Dirks,
of
October.
Joan Hopkins,
The speaker was Mrs. Joyce Stev- and career stylist for the Simplici
ty Margaret McDonald, Pat Ward, ElizJohn Bach-Wiig, president of the
The laiiie Outing Club has planned
ens, speech instructor. Mrs. Stevens Pattern Company, was in charge of
abeth Shaw, Gloria Fisher, Dorothea Nordorm Council, reported that the an overnight trip to Camp Lee for
spoke on University of Maine tradi- the showing.
Butler. Irene Stimpson, Priscilla Na- council had not yet decided if it would this week end to be featured by hiktions, illustrating her talk with old
Miss Berry presented this fall's son, Peggy Flint, Lorraine Littlefield, publish the North Star again.
ing, canoeing, square dancing, and
copies of the Prism.
styles and discussed the ways they Nancy Whiting, Hortense Noel, Muristory-telling. The trip will be the last
Margaret Mollison, president, an- should be worn. She also showed
vari- el Applebee, and Verna 'Wallace were
MOC affair of the season to be open
nounced that Valerie Esty would serve ous accessories which add style
to the student models.
to the entire student body.
as program chairman. She will be as- smart clothes.
Mrs. Fern Witham, clothing instrucThose interested in making the trip
sisted by Pat Woodward and MarThe models displayed a variety of tor, directed the models. Joanne Lindare
requested to sign up before 4:30
garet Hanks.
Lyn Hill, editor of the Prism, has p.m. Friday on
costumes for every occasion, including gren and Valerie Esty assisted her.
one of the envelopes
Coffee was served.
announced that appointment cards for provided at
the entrance to the Bookyearbook pictures have gone out to store. A deposit
of $3 is required to
those in the first half of the alphabet. cover transpor
tation and food.
3NIN Ni SAN le
Proofs have begun to arrive, and
The bus will leave campus for Camp
Guaranteed Watch Repairing
they may be picked up about a week Lee (near Lincoln) a half hour after
1301S 1S39918
after the picture is taken. The office the Maine-New Hampshire game on
on the second floor of the MCA build- Saturday afternoon. The place of
deing is open from 8:15 to 11:45 and parture will be the Lord Hall parking
228 Main tit.
Orono
1:15 to 4:30.
area.

Women Hear
Stevens At Forum

Fall Fashion Show Is Staged
With Home Ec Girls As Models

MOC Overnight
Trip This Week End

Prism Proofs May
Be Had At Office

•

•

UNIVERSITY WATCH REPAIR
Your Valuables Insured
While In
Our Possession

1.

Bring or Phone
Free Pickup and Delivery
Dial 311

Yom Kippur Holiday

R. D. Kelleher

•

$1
IT'S VIN ER'S MUSIC CO.
for RECORDS
MA NI MOTH SELECTION OF POPULAR—CLASSICALWESTERN—CHILDREN'S RECORDS
New and used Musical Instrument*
Bought—sold—rented—repaired
BALDWIN PIANOS
VINEIt'S MUSIC CO.
"Maine's Most Complete Music Store"•

(
14
14

53 Pickering Sq.

sLtit

Bangor

•

•

••
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The College Outline Series

V

We have a large variety of your sewing and knitting needs
in stock.
The new fall colors in Bear Brand yarn is on hand.
We also have Argyle Kits for Men's Sox, Baby Sweaters
and Baby Sox and Mitts matching.

grie H. C.7•• K. Store
19 Mill St., Orono

Jetcelers

58 Columbia St., Bangor

The Modern Library Series

Home Economics Students

•
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.

Betts Bookstore

S6ES

S3CIVHS
)
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The holiday of Yom Kipper will be
observed Wednesday, October 13. This
Mrs. Herbert Witherspoon, wife of
day is an obligatory worship period for
the former manager of the Metropoliall members of the Jewish faith.
tan Opera Company, will address interested students and faculty members
on the work of the Metropolitan Opera
Guild in Carnegie Hall, Room 101, at
K. E. TWITCHELL
11 a.m. on Saturday, October 9.
SERVICE
Prof. Lewis H. Niven will introPhotostatic Work of All
duce Mrs. Witherspoon, who is appearKinds
24 hour service
ing at the University through the
97 HAMMOND Sr., BANGOR
courtesy of Mrs. Guy P. Gannett of
Tel. 5345
Portland.

•

(
11

Mrs. Witherspoon
To Speak Saturday

I. it -I Quality Diamonds
Exclusively
Towle Sterling Silver
%II standard makes
of Watches

The Peter Pauper
Press Books

25 Hammond St., Bangor
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Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the University of
Maine. Subscription rate: 754; per semester. Local advertising rate: 60c•
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inch. Editorial and business offices 202 East Annex. Telephone Extensionper
52. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising by National
Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison
York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Cass Matter at the Post Office, Orono, Ave., New
Me.

BY BIFF SHALEK

Let's talk about this safe little
vacuum we live in here at Maine. This
cozy plot of ground the state has set
aside for study of the daisychain
vanity.
The Campus has completed its move to new offices in East
The system of education that has
Annex. We feel that in our new location we are equipped to do a
evolved from the earlier forms, has
better job of turning out a paper than we ever have been in the past.
become a mass of irresponsible guff.
A college student of today graduates
We would like to remind the student body that this is your
loaded for the bear market, but any
paper. You are the only reason we have for putting it out. It beresemblance to a humanbeing is purely
longs to everyone of you.
coincident41, or the result of a catnap
course in Philosophy 1. The definiSince it is your paper we naturally want to do the best job
tion of ethics is, anything you can get
with it we possibly can. We can't hope to please everybody. We
away with or make a buck on. It
seems that the primary obligation of
do want to please as many as possible. Occasionally someone's feelman unto man, must reach the student
ings are bound to get hurt, either by something we do or we neglect
though a mystical process of osmosis.
to do. We are sure to make mistakes, but we don't feel that this
The Teclutology Department seems
—Newhall photo
to be worshiping the great god Mais a condition peculiar to the newspaper field.
chine. That would be fine if the stuSoupcon and friend
It's impossible for a group as small as the Campus staff and
dents were robots with mimeograph
with our limited time to keep track of 3800 students and all their
minds, graduated screwdrivers for fingers,
open end wrenchs for toes, but
activities. We need your help if we are to give you the best paper
unfortunately they are thinking hupossible.
manbeings who must be taught responsibility for their creations. Even
If you know something that will make news, let us know. If Some people are satisfied with croco- mont last summer.
we do something you don't like, let us know. And if we do something diles or pythons as pets. Not John The little fellow is named Soupcon, if it takes FIVE Years instead of
Cameron, graduate assistant in the De- which in French means Little Smell, four. Civilization can afford to wait.
that you like, it would be nice to let us know about that too. You're partment of Botany and Entomology. but he has been deodorized
The English Department in teachso the
ing
the great literature of the past
the people we're trying to please, but it's difficult to do much when He prefers the species Mephitis ttigra, name isn't to be taken literally.
seems
bent on teaching it with a baton.
more commonly known as the skunk.
His owner says that skunks make
we can't be sure what you want.
Mr. Cameron's pet, a 5-month old splendid pets and mind very well, but True it has a lyrical quality, but there
We intend to express the opinion of the student body to the male member of the species, was that they are inclined to be somewhat is no need to fall head over heels in
love with it. Unfortunately the world
greatest possible extent. But we want to be sure what that opinion is. acquired at a summer camp in Ver- stupid.
at this time can not be helped by bareIt doesn't even require a postage stamp to get a letter to us.
footed dancers. It has been pointed
out that form and content are wedded.
Just drop it in the campus mail. We'll be glad to hear from you.
True, but less attention to the bride
and more to the groom is needed.
The University of Maine has an
BY JAN AND KITTY
And now, dear readers, (with a obligation that exceeds
the material.
Wormwood and Gall ... The Red catch in our voice, tears in our eyes,
Their primary duty is NOT only to
A football rally will be held tomorrow evening in Memorial Sox were done in. There is no joy in a shake in our hands—Thay, thith graduate students equipped to gladden
Beantown--oh. but there was in Orono could develop into thomething, couldn't
the hearts of industry, but to graduate
Gymnasium. It will begin about 7 o'clock, following a parade which last weekend—leastwise at Sigma Chi it?)
here is that which you have been clearthinking levelheaded young men
and Lambda Chi.
is scheduled to start at Carnegie Hall a half hour earlier.
waiting for and which, dear reader, we and women willing and eager to
comA lot of time and work go into the planning of a program for a Gambling's fun as long as you don't have been trying to give you. Due bat the bitter, cynical, pessimistic atlose your pants, as everyone who at- to some tragic circumstance our en- titude
that has come to identify itself
rally. A lot more work goes into the training of a football team. tended Sigma
Chi's Monte Carlo gagements and marriages were cut, with our generation.
The players work long hard hours with no reward. They want to party will testify ... just ask Ted Tossed ..17cay. JUNKED! last
week!
We must offer courses in college
win games and will do the best they possibly can. Most of the stu- Hawkes. Guests could try their luck Here they are, dear reader....
Istudy which will give the student the
dents want to see them win games. There would certainly be plenty at roulette, bingo, and various other Pinned: Joyce Wilson to Doug i opportunity to find himself. We cangames. Sue Harris was high woman Morton, Phi Eta Kappa; Jan Knowles not go on hitting him
of complaining if they lost two or three games.
over the head
on the totem pole when the final to Ted Havekes. Sigma Chi: Elda with ideas that
should have died years
Griping about a losing team may be part of the game. Some reckonings were made. Mrs. Jenkins, Gallison 461
to Fred Arcand, TKE. ago. Certainly I have no prejudice
people think so. On the other hand, what right does anyone have to chaperone, won the woman's booby Engaged: Pat Ward and Wayne against money,
but I should hope that
prize. Lotsa fun!!
gripe who has done less than his or her best to insure victory.
Cunningham. Presque Isle; Marge my character development would reach
There are about 3800 students enrolled at the Orono campus, A rowdy-dow party was held at Martin and Sherman Pelton; Bev farther than a mechanical process of
Lambda Chi Alpha Friday night; Spencer and Raymond Nelson, B. U.; feeding and clothing myself. If anyand about 3000 of them live on campus. Memorial Gymnasium seats Madelyn Duffy and her orchestra
pro- Ella Lehrman and Iry Garber; Bonnie , one is responsible for the mode of
only 2600. It doesn't require integral calculus to show that the SRO vided the music. All the foresters Andrews and Hank Slager,
New I social respectability that is in force
really had a chance to outshine the Orleans; Gloria Fisher and Bob Slos- today it is the Universities.
signs should be up in the Gym at 7 tomorrow night.
And then there is Saturday afternoon. It's encouraging to a Arts and Tech men who don't know ser ; Marion Young and Albert Meyer; I challenge the professors of Maine
team to hear a crowd yelling for them; to know that the fans are a 'Lady of the Lake' from 'Minnie the Marian Keith and Bill Powers; Jessie to ask themselves of what use they are
Mermaid.' Doughnuts and vinegar Cowie and Bill Ramsay; Charlotte to their students. I ask them to queson their side. Let's cut out the dignified silence and act as though were
served.
Kahn of Emerson, to Morton Ettinger. tion themselves as to the ends they
we wanted Maine to win.
Note to all social chairmen ... How
Married: Nancy Jane Ryan and are attempting. Are they satisfied that
about getting some info to us about Paul Sackley: Mary Weymouth and the mass of students that pass through
your parties ?—unless, of course, you Danny Stevens; Guylene Smith and their classes are well rounded personCliff Whitten
Will Nisbet, Jr.
advocate
providing us with passes to- Merton Goodall: Lois Libby and alities. Are they satisfied with the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
ah-all campus social functions.
Doris Vollmer
Jerry Rogovin
Norm Parrott: Evic Foster and Jack mode of teaching, with the end results
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
While waiting for a seat in the Uni- Adams; Betty Noyes and Harold Hop- in view of one world responsibilities.
Walter St. Onge, Jr.
B i ff Shalek
versity snack bar, it occurred to us kinson; Ramona Ripley and Wesley
It is true that one gets out of college
MAKEUP EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
that there is a lot of space wasted.
Mande; Connie Brown and Mike what one puts in, but without guidance
Larry Jenness
Kenny Zwieker
Chi Omega had a party. Thirty Lamoreau; Cal Kay and Don Brom- the dividends are few. The professor
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Janet Pettee, Carol Carr
Joe Tillem
people attended. Cider and donuts ley; June Collins, E. Orange, N. J., has a great task, a greater responsibiliSOCIETY EDITORS
ASST. MAKEUP EDITOR were served!! Theta
Chi held rushing and Bill Hopkins.
ty in what he teaches. I say that he
John Stimpoon
Don Spiller
ASST. BUS. MGR.
Join us again next week for all the has failed. Failed the student and
BUSINESS ADVIER dance Saturday night, 30 couples atDavid Hamlin
Ceorge Vardamia
tended. (this is an example of the latest dope. We may or may not be himself. I lay not the sicknesses of the
CIRCULATION MGR.
ASST. ADVT. MGR. sparkling bits of news some of these with you....
Shhhhhhh... Our Editor world at his feet, but I say he, through
Marilyn Wyman
N iminin Stiekney
foul
ball
social
chairmen
send
in)
his students, has the ability to cure.
approacheth.
SUBSCRIPTION MGR.
ASST. CIRC. MGR.
Pat Woodward
Humanized your facts and figures.
BUSINESS SECRETARY
Flesh and blood conceived them. Show
Businesa Staff:
how the past met wars, plague, bigotry,
John Stimpson
Assistant Business Manager
lived on with a firm faith in the
and
George Vardamis and Carlton McGary
Asst. Advertising Managers
Marilyn Wyman
future—Based on reason and confiSubscription Manager
David Hamlin
Circulation Manager
Said the little Freshman girl to the big Freshdence.
Virginia Stickney
Assistant Circulation Manager
man
girl, "You ask him!" The big Freshman girl
Is it waving the flag to bring in the
Pat Woodward
Business Secretary
hedged,
"Gigglehe
No,
you
ask
dead?
The unknowing dead who
him!"
Caroline Heckler
Al
Dumais
Assistant Business Secretary
Donald Spiller
proudly drew himself up from a roundshoulder
Business Adviser
knew not why they died? Help us to
Advertising Staff:
6 feet. No doubt they recognized the author of
define and clear away the feelings of
Wesley Bradford, Norman Martin, Marilyn Russell, Harry Hulley,
Again It's Yesterday. "Could you tell me. please,"
bewilderment—So that we can go on.
Joyce Chipman, Shirley Look.
said the little Freshman girl, "where Balentine
Circulation Staff:
Or if you too are bewildered—Let's go
Paul Treworgy, Cliff Manchester.
Hall is?"
together.

Let's Hear Yours

"Mephitis Nigro" Proves Life May Be
"Attar Of Roses" When Descented

University Society

Rally Round The Team
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Pine Needle Staff Meets Fri.;
Subscription Drive In Progress
Members of the Pine Needle editorial staff are scheduled to meet Friday
afternoon at four o'clock to discuss
material and assignments for the first
issue of the magazine scheduled to be
published October 25th.
Department heads are expected to
present a brief outline of material they
will have on hand as well as a tentative
deadline.
Requests for art and photographic
material will also be accepted at that
time.
Newcomers to the University who
wish to contribute to the magazine
either as editorial workers or writers,
are cordially invited to attend. Those
interested in either circulation or advertising duties should contact Roger
Thurrell, Phi Gamma Delta.

A drive for subscriptions to the University of Maine's college magazine,
The Pine Needle, started yesterday and
will continue through next Wednesday.
The magazine will be published
quarterly and be priced at a dollar a
year. No single copies will be sold.
Subscription representatives have
been located in each of the men's and
women's dormitories, by circulation
manager Jerry Kaminski.
Representatives in the women's dormitories: Balentine: Callie Cole;
East: Lois Murphy, Ruth Judkins;
West: Dot Hubbard; South Estabrooke: Peggy Knight; North Estabrooke: Sue Dartnell ; Elms: Ruth
Clark; Colvin: Nancy Hubbard and
Judy Black.

FRATERNITIES
BRING YOUR RECORD COLLECTION
UP TO DATE
CHOOSE FROM BANGOR'S LARGEST
RECORD COLLECTION!
INQUIRE ABOUT SPECIAL DISCOUNT II

MISR 1101SE
118 Main St.

Since 1885
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Rifle Club Met,

•kAsiw.
a'

Plans Discussed
With Maj.Smith

—Newhall Photo

Hanging Kent-Peirce exhibit at the Art Gallery are Virginia
Littlefield and Langdon Wood.

Unconventionalities Are Reflected
In Current Waldo Peirce Exhibit

A group of students interested in the
Rifle Club met recently with Major
M. D. Smith of the ROTC Department
to discuss plans for rifle teams
At present there are three teams on
campus. These are a Varsity team, a
ROTC team, and a Women's team.
To date thirty students have signed up
for the teams. Among these are Leroy
Rand, Walter Buckley, Wesley Wight,
Allison Catheron, Russell Meade,
members of the Varsity team of last
year, and Don Stanton.
Major Smith has announced that the
first team for competitive firing will
be composed of the five men who fire
the highest total scores during practice
sessions of the previous week.
Although freshmen are ineligible to
compete in the intercollegiate meets,
they are eligible for the intra-squad
meets. Freshman members of the
ROTC team are also eligible to fire
in the ROTC postal matches.
Persons interested in joining the
Rifle Club should see Master Sergeant
Gorham at the firing range

Presumably everyone on campus inimediately captures the viewer's atknows by now that the art department tention.
is featuring an exhibit of the original
A prominent critic once remarked
works of Waldo Peirce.
that Peirce's works are to fresh and
Peirce is a native of Maine. born in alive that they should never be hung
Bangor and now living in Searsport. in buildings but should be hung on
His personal eccentricities of dress and trees in the sunlit outdoors.
HAGOPIAN
(Continued from Page One)
This vividness is found especially in
habit are well known. He is the
typical 'crazy artist'—a man who walks his portraits of young children. "Jona- "Call it guts, courage, or whatever
the streets of Bangor wearing a paint- than's First Birthday," a picture of a you will." Ted Curtis, faculty manager
smeared T-shirt, dungarees, and no diapered tot staggering along on of athletics. says, "Hagopian exemplichubby legs, face alive with boyish fied that sort of something in all he
shoes.
The same unconcern for the con- mischievousness and joy of life, in- did."
Martin Hagopian was a sick man
ventional observed in his personal variably charms spectators.
habits is to be found in his paintings.
Seascapes, such as "Old Hulks at when he set that 50-yard dash record,
He uses bright colors and short, Boothbay," recall the carefree life of although the seriousness of his illness
nervous brush strokes to achieve an the past summer, before the humdrum had not been evident. For a week before the meet he was not out of praceffect of gaiety and happiness which of school life was resumed.
tice. He complained of not feeling
well the morning of the meet. But that
afternoon he felt deceptively well and
You'll LATEST OUTSTANDING
II1TS
competed successfully.
Shortly after this, Hagopian developed a hacking cough and turned
into "sick bay." He was in the infirmary for awhile, but was up and
around without the knowledge of his
real sickness.
Hagopian feels that he must have
contracted TB in the Army, where lie
served three years in the infantry. Yet.
somehow, he was discharged without
BANGOR
5TRPI
\ID
its being detected. But in May he
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
111111\11
learned
in Boston that both lungs
Oct. 7,8,9
were
"FIGIITING FATHER
affected.
VI • • S. Thurs., Oct. 4-7
DUNNE"
Hagopian's fraternity brothers at
Double Feature
Pat O'Brien
Phi Gam visit hint whenever they're
Sit n.. Mon., Tues., Wed.
"DREAM GIRL"
near Rutland Heights. Mass., where
Oct. 10, 11, 12. 13
MacDonald Cary
Hutton,
Betty
he is in the Veterans Hospital. They
••It tCHEL AND THE
Plus
STRANGER"
keep in contact with him by telephone.
"BIG TOWN SCANDAL"
I.oretta Young, Robert Mitchum
and on two occasions everyone in the
Phillip Reed, Hillary Brooks
house spoke to him on the phone. He
6:30-7:42
reads the Campus and the Bangor
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 8-9
papers thoroughly, and listens to his
radio, a gift of the "M" Club.
"ARCII OF TRIUMPII"
IIANG1111
(Special)
It may be a year before Hagopian
Thurs.. Fri., Oct. 7, 8
Ingrid Bergman, Charles Boyer
"CHRISTMAS EVE"
gets back on his feet, but he's now
Cartoons
George Raft, Joan Blondell••
gaining weight. He'll probably never
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8.28
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
participate in sports again, but the
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 10-11
Oct. 9, 10, 11. 12
"something above ability" that he ex"APARTMENT FOR
"TAP ROOTS"
emplified here at Maine—call it guts,
PEGGY"
(Technicolor)
courage, or what you will—is the
Edmund Gm elm, Jeanne Crain
Van Heflin, Susan Hayward
"something
" that is making Martin
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30--8:29
Hagopian a winner in his greatest
Tuesday, Oct. 12
contest.
"FEUDIN'
, FUSSIN'. AND
\11;011
A' FIGHTIN'"
Thurs., Oct. 7
Donald O'Connor. Marjorie
"EASTER PARADE"
Main, Percy Kilbride
"CURLEY"
Also Three Short Subjects
STUDENTS!
Fri., Sat.. Oct. 8,9
6:30-8:28
BABE RUTH STORY"
We have...
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 13-14
"JUNGLE GODDESS"
ALL MAKES OF
Double Feature
•Sun., Mon., Oct. 10, 11
PORTABLES
"FLESH AND FANTASY"
"BERLIN EXPRESS"
"WALLFLOWER"
Robert Ryan, Merle Oberon
Liberal Time Payments
Plus
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
"PITTSBURGH"
Oct. 12, 13, 14
"EMPEROR WALTZ"
Marlene Dietrich, Randolph
"FABULOUS JOE"
Scott, John Wayne
Bijou and Opera House operate c, ntinuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
16 Middle St
()1.•11,,,
Matinee Prices : 35t to 5 o'clock
Dial 345
Crorgt•

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

11 OPERA HOUSE

BIJOU

Wear it down
It's the

BB
Youll want a DOBBS Cross Country hat..
it is not only a versatile ... around-the-clock
hat ... it's a feather-weighter, too. Price only
$8.00.
Other Dobbs Hats from 810. to $11
EXCLUSIVELY AT

REESE'S MEI'S SHOPS
BANGOR

PARK

-Tim

TYPEWRITER
Sales & Service

•
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Bears To klunt Wildcat After Huskies Fall

Maine scored its second win of the
1948 season at Boston last Saturday.
but the score does not indicate the
difficulty with which the Bears took
the Huskies of Northeastern into
camp.
The home team seemed to be laying
for Rabbit Dombkowski in the NorthFresh from a 19-7 triumph over
The Maine Black Bears swept to
eastern game. Joe Zabilski played a
man-to-man defense against Rabbit by Rhode Island State, the University of
their second win of the season on Satcovering him with one, and sometimes New Hampshire Wildcats will invade
urday, whipping Northeastern, 19-7.
two players all afternoon. In addition, Orono Saturday to face the Pale
Blue
Reggie Lord and Rabbit Dombkowthe Huskies seemed to be tackling
of Maine. The game should be one of
ski
‘vere the leaders on the offense in
Maine's star with a good deal of victoughest
the
on
Bears'
the
schedule
this
the victory. Lord romped 77 yards on
iousness to the apparent delight of the
season.
Northeastern fans.
a punt return, and threw a 35-yard
The veteran New Hampshire team
Notes from the Connecticut
pass to Al Wing for two touchdowns.
completed the regular 1947 season unscout's report on Maine against
and
Dombkowski set up the first two
defeated and untied, then journeyed to
Northeastern: "Sproul's passing
Maine touchdowns with his hard runthe
Glass
Bowl
Toledo,
in
where
they
lousy. Noyes great on punts.
were defeated by that team, 20-14.
ning and fine blocking, especially on
Watch Dombkowski and Lord
overpowe
They
red
strong
a
Lord's long run.
Maine
(better passer)." And the Nuteleven last season, 28-7 at Durham.
The home team surprised Maine in
meggers held a strong Yale team
Coach Biff Glassford has 14 letter
the opening minutes with a passing
to one touchdown last week, alNewhall Photos
men from last year to mold another
attack. In four plays the Huskies had
though two more scores were
Left,
Reggie
Halfback
Lord,
whose
,
76-yard
runback
of a
potent team. The probable lineup Satscored their first touchdown of the
nullified.
Northeastern punt was an outstanding play of the game, and
urday
will
feature
fullback
year. Kearney and Koulopolous shared
Carmen
Wesleyan won its 16th straight game,
Art Clark, defensive back, who intercepted two passes and
Ragonese
who
,
gained
1003
the
passing chores, and the receivers
yards
in
13-0. over rugged Bowdoin. Colby
played his usual strong game.
were Northbridge and DeBlois. The
was whitewashed by Tufts, 21-0, and nine games in 1947. He was given
scoring pitch went from Koulopolous
Bates fell before Middlebury, 20-7. honorable mention on the Associated
Press
All-Easte
to
team,
DeBlois from 24 yards out.
rn
and
was
he
s
Bowdoin still appears to be the strongchosen
first
team
'
Maine
fullback
on
the
tied the score as the first
Net
est team in the state, but the continued
'quarter came to a close. Les Leggett
improvement of Maine's line play will United Press All-New England eleven.
recovered a blocked Northeastern punt
tab the Bears had a distinct threat to Bruce Mather. the 175-pound quarterback
of
last
fall's
Glass
on
Bowl
the Husky 16-yard line and it was
squad,
Adam Walsh's title hopes.
returns to the Wildcat lineup with the
the
Bears' ball. Dombkowski gained
The Fall Tennis Tournament, which
Golf coach Charlie Emery's linksThe football coaches aren't
same honors as those which Ragonese
five
yards and a Sproul to Lord pass
decides the University championship, men will have jumped the regular
admitting it over at the practice
received. He is the passing ace for
plus
an offside penalty against the
season
six
by
months as you receive
field, but the Maine JV's will
New Hampshire. Rounding out the got under way Monday afternoon at the Campus
! home team put the ball on Northeastin
tell you how their defenses
a
tourname
nt
at the
backfield will be Jim Prichard and Iry the Memorial Tennis Courts. Seventy- Penobsco
ern's one-foot line. Acting Captain
t Valley Country Club.
rocked the second Varsity team
two players reported for this year's
Gould at the halfback positions.
Bus Sproul bucked over for the score.
a week ago Monday. The JunA 36-hole tourney will be split
Dombkows
ki missed the conversion.
tournamen
Bob
Mikszenas
t.
.
receiving
the
of
end
ior Varsity upset the second
into two rounds of 18-holes. Some of
Midway through the second period,
the sparkling Mather-Mikszenas aerial
Fred Hermann. '49. of Melrose, the golfers played on Tuesday and
eleven's plays throughout a
DeBlois punted to Lord on the Maine
attack, will be a probable starter at left Mass., will
long scrimmage.
be defending his title won Wednesday, and the remainder of the
27-yard
line. He gathered in the ball
end.
Lou
Pasalis
and
Gus
Gilman
The Cleveland Indians won their
in last year's tournament. Seeded entrants will play today and tomorrow. and raced laterally across
will
the field to
hold
down
the
starting
assignfirst American League flag in 28 years
Groups of four will play together the Northeastern side
number one is Larry Van Peursem of
where a host of
_ at left tackled leftd.
in the unprecedented playoff at BosBangor. Van played in the number one each round. The tournament has been defenders were set to meet
him on the
ton Monday, and are favorites to whip Co-captain Maurice should get the nod position for most of
the season on run to give Coach Emery a chance to 45. The Maine interference collected
at
center.
He
should
prove
to be a
the Boston Braves in the World Series.
last year's varsity team. Seeded third' "get a line" on likely prospects for at this point and with
Dombkowski
The Indians, like the Red Sox and the bulwark at that spot because he starred is Bob Thoits,'50, Portland,
runner- next spring's intercollegiate team. Play throwing a decisive block, Lord broke
of
New York Yankees, are a power- at that position last year.
up last year. Owen Southard. '49. of in the tournament is not compulsory. into the clear at midfield
and sprinted
Woody Noel is the most likely Presque Isle, winner
laden club, but they hold the necessary
of the 1946 tour- Emery will hold tryouts for additional to the goal line. Phil Coulombe
's
balance in their pitching staff. Bear- starter at right guard, and co-captain nament, is seeded fourth. Southard, candidates in
April. but the University placement was blocked by Coravos.
den. Feller and Lemon notched 58 Ted Pieciorak, a bruising 210-pound who had an arm injury
last spring. champion will be the winner of the
Maine's final score came at the bewins between them, and they are New Yorker, will be in the right is expected
to put up a strong challenge 36-hole contest.
ginning
of the fourth period. John
tackle slot at game time. Jim Nestor this fall.
backed by a strong relief corps.
Schmidlin
recovered a fumble by
Maine's hopes for an Olympic rep- of Medford. Massachusetts. completes
The fifth seeded position is held by
Kearney
of
Northeastern on the
resentative went flying last summer in the rugged line at right end.
Harry Allen. '49. of Hopedale. Mass.
Huskie thirty-five. On the first play
the final United States tryouts. George
The Bears lead New Hampshire in
Sixth, seventh, ard eighth spots are ocThe Modern Dance Club is sponsor- from scrimmage, Lord faded deep and
Marsanskis, IC4A hammer champion, the historic series by three games.
cupied respectively by Frank Potenzo, ing an after-the-game dance in the passed to Al Wing on the two. Wing
fouled out of competition when he Maine has won 17 contests and tied !
'50. of Portland; Bob Sullivan, '50, of Memorial Gym this coming Saturday stepped over for the score. Dombstepped over the line in his three at- four in 35 years. Since 1939, however,
Morristown. New Jersey and Charles after the New Hampshire game. Come kowski split the uprights to make the
tempts to hurl the weight. Nfarsan- the 'Cats have had a decided edge.
"Chuck" Leach. of Palm Beach, to the dance in the clothes you're wear- 'score 19-6.
skis, who graduated in June. had kept The games between the two schools
Florida.
ing to the game. There'll be dancing
pace with the American leaders until played in the war years are not inThe staring lineupsto a jukebox and refreshments.
Experienc
players
ed
who
are
exhe was disqualified. The first three eluded in the official records.
MAINE
NORTHEASTERN
pected to make a good showing this
Class hockey games begin next Mon- Adams
places in the London meet were won
Rhode Island State is the only
le
re Shea
fall are: Dick Edes. Bob Avery, day. A list of the games to be played
by the Americans.
,Reilly It
common opponent of both teams this
rt Hall
Charles Shaw, Bill Chesley, Bob Cam- will be posted in the dorms by Friday.
Reggie Lord's 77-yard return
Barron Ig
season. Maine opened its year against
rg Shuman
pana. Ed Walden. and Jack Hawley. Class practice games are still going on
of a Northeastern punt was a
McBrady c
the Rams with a 13-7 win at Alumni
c Papile (Capt.)
Dick Preble, Paul Peterson, and Ken this week. The Juniors and Seniors
picture of a run. He made his
7.ollo rg
Field. and the Wildcats opened their
Is Maida
Dyer are possible dark horses.
have a practice game scheduled for Trask
touchdown with excellent blockschedule a week later defeating Rhody,
rt
It Nason
The doubles tournament will start Thursday at 3:30, and again Fri lay Leggett re
ing by the entire team. Domb19-7. Maine will have to be "up" for
le Northbridge
at the same time.
kowski made a key block which
Sproul (Capt.) qb qb Koulopolous
this game, even with the advantage next Monday and entries may be sent
Coach
to
Faculty
Small,
The Official's Club held its first Dombkowski ihb
Manager
screened three Northeastern
of playing at home.
Ilib DeBloia
Ted Curtis, or Tennis Manager Walter meeting Wednesday afternoon at five Lord rhb
men out of the play, and five
rhb Kearney
The starting lineup for Eck Allen's
Allen. Sigma Nu.
o'clock. At these meetings the mem- Coulombe fb
Maine men formed a protective
fb Barbierri
crew probably will be unchanged.
bers are given instructions in officiatcordon around Lord when he
There were no injuries received at
Scoring by periodsing for tennis, hockey, basketball, softreached within 25 yards of payNortheastern last week.
1 2 3 4
ball, and archery by Miss Therese
dirt.
6 6 0 7 19
Shelton and Miss Catherine Shaw of Maine
Coach Charlie Emery's plans for a
INTRAMURALS
6 0 0 0 6
big 36-hole golf tourney at the PVC
the Gym Department. Anyone who is Northeastern
interested
in
suffered a setback when the play did Fraternit!, League-learning how to officiate
The Maine IV harriers nipped
Me.
NE
not receive enough publicity. NeverMaine Central Institute on Monday. should notify this department.
Theta Chi 12. Beta Theta Pi 0.
First downs
4
9
theless, the tournament started on
Twenty-three women met Thursday 'lards gained rush
Phi Kappa Sigma 20. 111iha T:m 27-28, over a 2-mile course.
76 144
Tuesday, and continued
Omega 0.
Norm I.evasseur of MCI crossed night in the Gym to take part in the Yards lost rush
through
24
19
Wednesday, and it gave him enough of Dormitory Leaguethe finish line first in 14 minutes, 11 first Tumbling Club meeting. Many Net gain rush
52 125
a look at the entrants to form plans
Hannibal Hamlin 12. Corbett 1 seconds. Harland Harndon, Maine, was Freshmen as well as regular members Pa
ttempted
11
16
for next year's team.
& 2-0.
the first University runner to complete attended. Anyone is welcome to attend posses completed
4
6
Maine's football men are very opDunn 1 & 2--12. Oak Hall 6. the race, and he finished in second the regular Thursday night meetings Interceptions b'
3
1
timistic about their chances against
Nortiorms 3 &
position. ten seconds behind Levasseur. at 7 o'clock. In order to become a 1 aril.. gained pa..ing
8. I & 2-6.
56 102
New Hampshire this Saturday. Some
Corbett 3 & 4 w'
MCI placed a man in third place, member the women must go through puntr by forfeit
3
point to the Wildcats' opener against
over New Dorm *- 3.
and he was followed by Johnny Bar- an apprentice period for the first se- Punting a‘erage
37.3 34.1
Rhode Island State. They won, 19-7.
Nordorms 7 & 8 ,inner by for- nard, Aaron Nelson and Dick Packard, mester and may become members by 1„,„1,1,...
1
2
won't put the whammy on the Bears.
feit over 9 It 11.
f„„Ada., recovere
all of Maine. Strout, Sekins and Smart passing the fundamental skills in the .10
2
d
0
hut they will give the 'Cats a tough
Nordorm #13 winner b. forfeit of MCI and Hubert Hersey (M) second semester.
Petialt ie.
6
6
time of it.
over #16.
rounded out the scorers.
Drummond
1 aribi penalized
40
50

Wildcats Will
Invade Orono
On Saturday

*Bears Romp
On Long Runs,
Many Breaks

t Hopefu l s
Number 72

Maine Go1fers
Tee Off At PVC

Women's Sperts

Jayvee Harriers
Nip MCI 27-28
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Paper Experts Give 'Disabled Vets Select Maine Alumnus
Series Of Lectures For "Hero Of The Month" Citation
For Chem Students Howard Cousins, Fort Kent, a UniOfficials of various paper making versity of Maine alumnus, and the
concerns in Maine and out-of-state state's most decorated Marine veteran,
points are giving a series of 15 weekly has been selected as the "Hero of the
lectures at the University of Maine Month" by the Disabled American
on pulp technology, a requirement of Veterans.
the pulp and paper division of the
Cousins, a major in education and
chemical engineering department at the history while at the Univers
ity, graduUniversity.
ated in the class of 1942, at the age
About 25 students are enrolled in the of 18.
semester course which includes the
Two months after graduation, on his
lectures, and will receive academic 19th birthday, he enlisted in
the Marine
credit. The lectures are approximately Corps. He was sent to officers
school
two hours in length and a third hour and was commissioned
and assigned
is devoted to recitation and examina- to the Third Marine
Division. At 22
tions.
he was one of the youngest Marine
Professor Lyle C. Jenness. head of captains in the Pacific.
e department of chemical engineerAt 24, after his discharge from
ing, who has arranged the sense of World War II
service, he served as
lectures, reports that executives of the youngest membe
r of Maine's 93rd
various paper making concerns have Legislature. When
the legislature adbeen "extremely cooperative" in mak- journed Cousin
s became chief of the
HOWARD COUSINS
ing the series possible.
Veterans Administration prosthetic apand plans to study law at Georgetown
John Lewis of Skowhegan has been pliance division
at Togus, Maine. He
named instructor for the course.
resigned to direct a political campaign University.
Cousins has this to say of his disability—a missing leg which resulted
from the Japanese artillery shells—that
it has done little or nothing to dim
his enthusiasm or ambitions. It may
have slowed him down a little, but
he's determined he will make the grade
anyway.

l

Orono, Iai,i. October 7, 1918

Student Car
Value Placed
Near Million

The committee planning the Sunday
evenin
g series of Friendship and MarStudents at the University of Maine
are driving nearly a million dollars riage talks has announced the complete
schedule for the lectures.
worth of cars!
Speakers have been engaged to lead
According to information obtained
from the auto registration files there each informal discussion of the fiveare almost a thousand student-owned week series.
October 17: "Friendship and Dating"
automobiles registered on campus.
These vehicles range from a '22 October 24: "Choosing a Mate," Dr.
Lincoln to 1949 Fords, Mercurys, HudTheodore Weiler
sons, and Studebakers.
October 31: "What is Marriage?"
The Ford seems to be the favorite,
Rev. William Gardner
comprising 252 of the cars registered, Nov. 7:
"That First Year," Mr.
with Chevrolets and Plymouths coming
John Romanyshyn
second and third with 165 and 108
Nov. 14: "The Christian Marriage."
respectively.
Rev. Ernest Kenyon
Of the Fords the 1931, Model A, Members of the
commtitee working
is the most prevalent—there are 26. on these session
s are Jane Sibley, MarThe '36 and '41 Fords tie for second ilyn Wyman,
Ray Gross, John Laplace with 24 each.
Pointe, Richard Schonland, and John
Of the total number of cars regis- Wentworth.
tered more than 220 are, strangely
Dr. Theodore Weiler of the sociolenough, 1946 models and later.
ogy department is consultant for the
Besides the three most popular group. Miss Ruth
Wadleigh, Rev.
makes, the registration list includes, Charles O'Cononr,
and Rev. Hobart J.
in order of popularity; the Oldsmobile, Gary are the
advisers on the project.
Pontiac, Buick, Dodge, Studebaker, The lectures
and discussions will be
Nash, Hudson, Packard, Mercury, held in the Louis
Oakes Room, New
Chrysler, De Soto, Jeep, Willys, Cros- Library, at 7
p.m.
ley, Cadillac, Kaiser, Lincoln, La
Salle, GMC, Frazier. Hubmobile. and
Lafayette.
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FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

TWO SWELL
COLL KGE BUDDIES

How many million
times today?
ORE THAN

Day and night, you count on your telephone
to work. And it does.
That's because Bell telephone people are old
hands at giving good service—and because Western
Electric people have always made good telephones,
switchboards and cable.
Ever since 1882, Western Electric has been the
manufacturing unit of the Bell System —helping
to make your telephone service the best on earth.

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

Are You Mr. University?
This month Mr. University returns
to the air with University Town—he
returns if we can find him.
Mr. University originated last year
with a series of programs about University life called University Town.
He is the man who opens and closes all
Radio Guild Productions, a big wheel
in University Town.
Lee Davis, our Mr. University of
last year, has graduated, so you see, we
of University Town need a new M.C.
Someone on this campus has the voice
we need, maybe it's you.
Next Tuesday and Wednesday, October 11 and 12, Rita Graham, program
director for Radio Guild this semester,
would like to have people tryout
for
speaking parts on Radio Guild shows,
as well as for Mr. University. Both
fellows and girls are welcome to try
out. We'll need you on Guild Produc
tions this year. Shake off your mike
fright and get on the beam. Tryout
s
are in 275 Stevens Hall at 3:45 next
Tuesday and Wednesday.

Dr. Milton M. McGorrill
Will Address Temple

305 million times today and every
day, Bell telephone users reach out to make
or answer calls.

M
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M.University
Goes On The Air

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
_
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Mair

Friendship Series
Will Have Marriage
Talks Sunday Eve

ARitui SOLID COORS
SHORT POINT
"KENT" COLLAR

Practical and good looking additions to ycur wardrobe, these Arrow
shirts are beautifully tailored in fine broadcloth and come in several
colors.
Both the soft widespread "Sussex'' collar and the non-wilt Kent"
short point collar are particular favorites of college men.
See them soon at yuur favorite Arrow store!
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Dr. Milton M. McGorrill, pastor of
the Church of Universal Fellowship,
will speak at an open meeting of
the
Order of the Temple. Tuesday evening,
October 12, at 7:15 p.m. in the Orono
Lodge Hall. All Master Masons
connected with the University are invited
to attend.
Worshipful Master Larry Jenness '49
will outline the aims and activities of
the Order of the Temple. Refreshments
will be served following the meetin
g
by Junior Warden John Graffarn '50.
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Mett's all wool
Hard worsted suits
Topcoats
Overcoats
Tuxedos
31.50 and 37.50
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Crossland Is
Director For
Maine Affairs

Faculty Femmes
Feted At Thurs. Club
Newcomers' Tea

•

THE ALLAN-LEWIS CO.

•

WSGA Leadership
Conference Oct. 11
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Bernard J. Benn and Charles L.
Crowley, Jr., of Delta Mu Chapter
attended the Thirty Third Grand
Chapter convention of Sigma Nu Fraternity held at Huntington Hotel,
Pasadena. California, from September
1 to 4.
This first convention since the war,
reestablished the plan of biennial meetings. One hundred and one active
chapters of Sigma Nu were represented
by delegates from Maine to California.
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OCUMMO Men EE Majors Discuss Arc Welding
Current Needs As
Elect Senate
Related To Courses Can Put You
Delegates
Through School

NorDorm Council
Sends 8 To Senate

Benn And Crowley
Represent Campus Frat

11, pastor of
Fellowship,
eting of the
day evening,
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Wives of new faculty and staff memThe first meeting of the school year
It was announced. October 1, that bers were welcomed at the Thursday
was
held by the Student Branch of
At a meeting of OCUMMO Monday
The trustees of the James F. Lincoln
Charles E. Crossland. assistant to the Club newcomers' tea from 3 to 5 p.m. evening in Carnegie Lounge,
16 men the American Institute of Electrical Arc Welding Foundation
have anpresident of the University of Maine, September 30 at North Estabrooke were elected to the
Men's Senate and Engineers Wednesday evening. The nounced September
15, 1948, to April
has been appointed director of student Hall.
plans were made for a stag dance on purpose
of the organization was ex- 1. 1949, as the period for submitting
and public relations at the University.
Saturday
. Oct. 9, and an open house
Corsages
of
fall
flowers
were
preplained to many prospective members entries in its annual Engineering UnMr. Crossland has also been appointed
to be held later in the month.
dergraduate Award and Scholarship
secretary to the board of trustees of sented to 35 new members.
The following men were named to from the Sophomore, Junior, and Program.
In the receiving line were Mrs.
the University and secretary to its
the Men's Senate: B. Brennan. J. Senior classes. A round-table discusThe program contains two interdeseveral committees. The position of Benjamin R. Speicher, Mrs. Charles
Hinds, W. Pressley, R. Blake, L. sion of the Electrical Engineering cur- pendent plans:
assistant to the president has been H. Moran, Mrs. George E. Allen,
the Award plan, and
Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck, Mrs. Joseph Crofutt. C. King, R. Ingalls, R. Green- riculum was held with Professor W. J. the Scholarship plan. Under the
abolished.
M. Murray, Mrs. Arthur L. Deering, leaf, E. Gray, D. Smyth, R. Moran, Creamer, head of the Electrical Engi- Award plan engineering students will
Mrs. Paul L. Cloke, Mrs. Elton E. J. Perkins, D. Demeritt, D. Green, neering departme
nt; W. M. Libbey, submit papers on arc welding applicaWieman, Mrs. Edward N. Brush, Mrs. E. Lord. and R. Daigle. Jim Hinds
tions or arc welding technology.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Mark R. Shibles, and Dean Edith G. was named chairman of the group.
Seventy-seven awards totaling $5,000
The off-campus men's first open George Lutka and J. Claude LaPointe, will be made.
Wilson.
seniors in Electrical Engineering, parPouring were Mrs. Ferdinand H. house will be held Oct. 22 at Carnegie ticipating.
The rules of the program may be
Steinmetz, Mrs. Ernest Jackman, Mrs. Lounge. R. Daigle was elected pubobtained by writing the James F.
Professor Creamer explained how
J. Robert Smyth, and Mrs. Charles licity agent to promote this and other
Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation,
the
courses were chosen and how the
OCUMMO affairs.
E. Crossland.
Cleveland 1, Ohio.
program is changed to conform to the
President Joe Murray called attenMrs. NVilliam E. Schrumpf was
demands
of prospective employers.
chairman of the general committee for tion to the small attendance and urged
Refreshm
ents were served after the Dorsky Addresses Questors
that
more
members
attend the next
the tea.
meeting was adjourned.
business meeting on Oct. 28.
Benjamin J. Dorsky, president of
Officers of the Thursday Club for
Officers of the organization are W. the Maine Federation of Labor, will
i the coming year are: president, Mrs.
David MacLean, chairman; J. Claude speak on "What Can Organized Labor
Benjamin R. Speicher; vice-president,
LaPointe, vice-chairman; Richard E. Offer our Young People?"
Mrs. Charles H. Moran; and secretaryPerkins, secretary; and William Mann,
Meeting time 6:45 p.m. October
CHARLES E. CROSSLAND
treasurer, Mrs. George E. Allen.
treasurer.
10th. Everyone welcome.
John Bache-Wiig, Jr., was elected
The duties of his newly acquired
MCA Vesper Service
president at the first meeting of the
position in general include supervision
North Dorm Council on September 21.
of the following departments: dean of Scheduled October 15
Other officers are Clarke Church, vice
men, dean of women, placement bureau
Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
The first weekly MCA vesper ser- president; Douglas
K. Cooper, secreand student aid, admissions, alumni
vice will be held Friday, Oct. 15, at tary; and Richard
Standley, treasurer.
relations. MCA endowment and dona4:45 p.m., in the Little Theatre. As
tions, and publicity.
The men delegated to the General
181 Exchange St.
part of the MCA membership drive,
Senate are Charles Lewis and Charles
Oct. 11-16, the service will include a
Preble. Donald Osgood, Ralph Richdedication for MCA members.
ards, and Ernest Therrien received the 51/11/1
,NVVINWINVINVVVVVVVVVVVMVVVINVV‘IIINIA1VLIANVVVVV
John Wentworth, student leader, IMA A nominations. Men's
INV
Senate repwill speak on the purposes of the MCA, resentatives are
James D'Angelo,
and Priscilla Goggin will be the solo- Ralph Colwell, William
Luce, Ernest
Chairman Barbara Hines has anist.
Therrien, and Harry Brennan.
nounced October 11 as the registration
date for the WSGA Women's I.eader
ship Conference.
we mean!)
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LiVING UP TO OUR LIFE-LONG REPUTATION

VAN ACE
button-down
uith "Cornfiwt Contour"
collar
Hide-spread

•

•
RANGE BURNERS
SPACE HEATERS
HOT PLATES
WOOD & OIL RANGES
ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

M E 'S
COLLEGIATE
STYLES
Men's to blucher, heavy leot`ler
robbar
soles,
heel. 3 &
widths. Sizes
ta 12.

Van Ileusen's version of the wide-spread button down
collar deserves top-drawer place in your shirt wardrobe!
Designed to take a Windsor-knotted tie, this collar
features new low-setting "Comfort Contour" styling
that adds so much comfort, neatness, good looks. In
smooth white and colored oxford, lab-tested. Sanforized,$3.95. Other Van Heusen shirts $3.50,83.95,54.95.

ri1oI)sFo1 Trith1 0.

l'os1
*4tore of 1001
Di fferent Item-

Oiti

I

ii

•

Men's ten wingtip, extra hcc:vy
leather soles
heels. B &
widths. Sizes 6
to 11.

0

You'llfind college men's collarfarorites in

irnTTousell .

EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING

tIn'„odd's sinarte-t sillris

$7.45

PHILLIPS -JONES CORP., NEW

Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.
Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention
31 t entral tit.. Bangor. Me.

loRK

I, N. Y.

"VAN NEUSEN'. I$ A TRADE MARK PF,31S-._,ro
IN TWIE U. S TTTTTT OFFICE
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BEN SKLAR'S
01.1

End/colt Johnson
49 Main St.

Bangor. Me.
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Headquarters for VAIN IIEUSEN PRODUCTS
•SHIRTS
•PAJAMAS
•SPORT SHIRTS
• NECKWEAR
• WOLSEY SOCKS
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Canterbury Members
"Hell Week" May Be Replaced
Admission Test Cord Meyer
Plan Sunday Meeting
By "Greek Week" For New Pledges
Announced
Speaks At 3:45 There are a possible 111 vacancies Sigma C.61
All nwmbers and interested students
are urged to attend a meeting of the
Cord Meyer, Leader of the United to be filled in the fraternities this year. Bernard H. Austin, Richard J. Bar- Canterbury Club Sunday evening,
For Med, Law World
Federalists, will speak in the The concentrated rushing period will ney, Philip L. Brown, Frank A. But- Oct. 10, at 7 p.m. in the upstairs MCA
Little Theatre at 3:45 this afternoon end for most fraternities by November
on the purpose and importance of 16 or 17.
World Federalists.
It is expected that the Hell Week
activities will be restricted almost entirely to the immediate fraternity
grounds. There has been a growing
sentiment in University of Maine fraternities in favor of replacing Hell
NVeek with "Greek Week," in which
the initiation activities consist mainly
of indoctrination and study.
The new pledges are as follows:
Beta Theta Pi
Robert F. Dennis, Frederick W.
Eaton, Jr., Richard E. Gordon, Ralph
J. Jewett, Leroy E. Peasley, Charles
S. Perkins, James H. Rice, Walter F.
Tweedie, and John R. Shipley.
I'hi Eta Kappa
William H. Minis, Burt Brown, Jasper D. Bull, Richard 0. Chase, Arthur E. Dentremont, Larry K. Mahaney, J. George Paradis, and Hazen
A. Moores.
Phi Gamma Delta
John E. Chadbourne, Norman H.
Mr. Meyer is a 27 year old war Cummings, James DeLois, Frank
veteran with a distinguished record. Goodie, Jr., John B. Leet, John R.
He attended St. Paul's School, was Parker, John E. Squires, and Roy P.
Phi Beta Kappa at Yale, entered the Webber II.
war and was blinded in his left eye in Phi Kappa Sigma
Col. William B. Greeley
battle on Guam.
Stanley R. Christianson, Robert H.
Speaks To Foresters
The purpose of the World Federal- Eastman, David W. Ehrenfried, Alan
Col. William B. Greeley, chairman ists is to persuade the countries of the B. Hodges, and Allan Marsh Thorne.
of the board of the American Forest world to join in a single government Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Products Industries, and Charles Gil- in order to avoid future wars. The
Ross P. Bickford, Paul Flaig, Lawlette, forester for the AFPI, who has organization now has a membership rence E. Kenney, Corwin V. Mudge,
been coordinating the Keep Maine of about 34,000; the student enrollment Harold C. Plummer, Jr., Charles N.
Green campaign, spoke to a meeting is near 7000. It is a young organiza- Sawyer, Donald F. Barbour, Richard
of forestry students in the Louis tion with young ideas for a better A. Stover.
Oakes room, Library, Monday morn- world and for the revision of the U.N.
• into a permanent government. Such
ing, Oct. 4.
notables as former Under Secretary of
State
for Economic Affairs, William
Newman Club Meets
L. Clayton and Supreme Court Justice
There will be a meeting of the New- William 0. Douglas served on the
man Club in room 305 Aubert Hall, advisory board of the World FederalTuesday, October 12, at 7:15 p.m.
ists.
r...-:------The Educational Testing Service
announces the Medical College Admission Test, required of candidates by
many leading medical colleges and the
new Law School Admission Test
which partially satisfies admission requirements of many law schools.
The MCAT will be given October
30, 1948, and February 7, 1949. Candidates for admission in 1949 should take
the October test if their schools require it. No special preparation other
than a review of premedical subjetcs
is necessary.
The LSAT will be given November
13, 1948; February 19, May 7, August
6. 1949. Candidates who expect to
enter in 1949 are advised to take the
November or the February test. The
LSAT is not universally required.
Application forms and an information bulletin are available from the
Educational Testing Service, Box 592,
Princeton, N. J. Completed applications for the MCAT must reach the
ETS office by October 16 and January
24 respectively.
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ler, Robert E. Dannenberg, William
A. Fogler, Alvin A. Mason, and 0.
William Robertson.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Raymond R. Couture, Lloyd Dickson, George L. Dusty, Gerard A.
Faucher, Joseph W. Moyes, Richard
C. Pinkham, David H. Ramsay, and
Robert 0. White.
Delta Tau Delta
Rodney 0. Martin,

Fire Prevention Exhibit
A 'Keep Maine Green' exhibit is
being shown in the Library.
Various pieces of equipment used in
fighting forest fires are displayed.

EGGIE LORD

R
Phi Mu Delta

In recognition of his outstanding performance
in Maine's victory over Northeastern tiiivcr.it.
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERt'ICE
ABSOLI'TELY FREE

PHOTOGRAPHER

Portraits
the way you want them
Expert Developing
and Printing
Bank Bldg.

Orono 8171
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Come in and see

The
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Trust Company
With twelve offices in
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HILLSON CLEANERS
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Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.
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CHEERS
(Continued from Page One)
sponsoring the cheer.
At the meeting Tuesday, a complete
discussion was planned with Mr. Bruce
concerning the Snack Bar hours. It's
quite possible that it will remain open
until 10:15 p.m., Saturdays excluded,
and be open a few hours Sunday
morning.
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